Dr. Pamela Moss ~ author bio (340 words)
A former Ivy League academic and homeschooling mom, Dr. Pamela Moss joyfully expresses her true purpose as your Soul Guide. She’s the author of the international bestseller, The Soul Guide to a Magical Life: How to Remove Your Blocks to Your Greatest
Calling and has 14 years of experience helping people around the world do just that.
Her work is also featured in the #1 mysticism bestseller, The Vision Board: Secret to an
Extraordinary Life, numerous global telesummits, and sharing the stage with luminaries
like John Assaraf of The Secret.
Pamela is on a mission to “Light up the Lights”: to empower people who know they’re
here to make a difference, so we can together assist the Shift and co-create the more
beautiful world our hearts know is possible. She loves to help people fully access their
own inner guidance — the answers are inside you! — and systematically remove their
inner blocks, so they can fulfill their highest potential.
Pamela received her PhD from Cornell University, where she was awarded the prestigious A.D. White University Fellowship, received a top teaching award, and co-authored
an ethics textbook that went on to three international editions. Yet she realized academia was not for her, and set out on a 20 year journey to figure out what was . . .
She never dreamed she’d end up being a soul guide — helping people shine their light,
speak their truth and live their purpose — so they can be the agents of change they’re
here to be and and have a magical life. Pamela is known as a “coach’s coach” and a
“healer’s healer” because she is passionate about helping gifted colleagues see the big
picture in their work and get out of their own way. And she loves to train them in “guaranteed transformation” with her Soul Alignment System.
In addition to helping people, Pamela loves to dance, sing, make art, garden, and travel
the world. She lives in the beautiful countryside of upstate New York with her beloved
soulmate and cat.

